PROPER SWIM ATTIRE

Proper swim attire must be own by ALL patrons chosing to swim at any City of Fontana
Aquatic facilities. If you have questions regarding what is or is not proper swim attire, please
look below or contact 909-854-5111. Aquatics staff reserves the right to have final
interpretation of pool rules and proper swim attire.

ALLOWED

Board Shorts: must be shorts with a tie or drawstring that are made out of a material that is designated for
use in the water. One & Two Piece Swim Suits: made out of a material that is designed for use in the water.
String or thong bathing suits are not permitted. Rash Guards: fitted swim shirts designed for use in water
and made of material suitable for use in water. Speedos & Jammers: and other tight fitting swimwear
designed for swimming and competition use. Flotation devices are only permitted if Coast Guard approved
with approval number clearly shown.

Wetsuits

Coast Guard approved PFD One Pieces

Rashguard

Tankini

Bikini

Spandex Speedos
Swim Diapers required for those
unpotty trained. Swimwear must
be worn over diaper.

Jammers

NOT ALLOWED

Swim Trunks/Board Shorts

*Females must wear swimwear bottoms underneath

Athletic Shorts: including any kind of basketball, soccer, yoga, running or jogging shorts. Athletic shirts:
including jerseys, under armor and other tight fitting athletic shirts. Denim clothing: including shorts, jeans,
pedal shorts, capris, cut offs and jackets. Dresses & Cover Ups: including sun dresses, summer dresses,
sarongs, skirts, cover-ups, and other clothing not manufactured as a “Swim Dress”. Cotton Shirts: including
T-Shirts, graphic tees, polo shirts, button ups, tie-dye shirts, tank tops, camisoles and undershirts. Under
Garments: boxers, briefs, bras and underwear may not be worn in the pool. Swim Vests: flotation devices or
built-in swim vests/floaties of any kind are prohibited. Revealing or Inappropriate Clothing: any clothing that
depicts violent or inappropriate behavior, provocative swimsuits or any clothing perceived as gang related.

Denim

Spaghetti Staps
Sports Bras & Bralettes

T-Shirts & Tank Tops

Athletic Shorts/Basketball Shorts

Cargo Shorts

Cover Ups

